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The Marimeta Social by Will Lane
We all knew that after the Kawaga competition there is normally a social with our favourite girl’s
camp, Camp Marimeta. So during lunch we were informed by Jason that we would be having a
social, and just like the colour run social with Chippewa, this social would have a twist with it too.
The Camp Menominee Waterfront was transformed into a spectacular carnival, boasting stalls
such as Senior Cabin’s ‘Mystery Hole’, Cabin 4’s ‘Who’s Keen For A Bean?’ and Cabin 6’s ‘Boaty
McBoat Race’. This gave the opportunity for the girls to go around every stall and get involved in
whatever it was that they had to do, to get rewarded. The girls from Marimeta had a blast trying
their luck at the many games on offer. Campers from both camps were posing for photos at Cabin
9’s booth, playing limbo with Cabin 16 and even sticking their hand in beans, pasta and other
things with the Senior Cabin. The Chorches and Weiss families took on each other at Cabin 3’s
‘Water Pong’ and DJ Zlats kept the party pumping into the night. ADAM MASSELLO, CALEB SAKS,
JAKE HOODACK and TJ MOCK were socialising with their friends from school (who go to
Marimeta), and juniors, RYAN SANDLER, ADAM STEIN and BEN LAZARUS were seen dancing and
playing chase with some of the younger girls. Overall, a great night was had by all at the
Menominee / Marimeta carnival social.
My home away from home by Simi Sunnar
I never thought I would be back, but here I am, two years after my first summer here, back in the beautiful
Northwoods at the Friendly Confines. The few things that I have missed the most are the fresh air, the amazing
views, the relaxed atmosphere and the Mess Hall cheers. I don’t get a chance to experience any of these, working
in the city of London back home during the off-season. Lucky canteen number 103. The activities at camp that I
missed the most are waterskiing, tubing and the boat rides, especially when the weather is beautiful. For those
of you who were here two years ago, you know that I am crazy about ICE CREAM SANDWICHES! I also miss the
time we have to reflect and thank people every week at The Way, along with the incredible campfires. Last, but
certainly not least, I have missed the people; seeing old and new faces; reminiscing while, at the same time,
making many new ones too. The people are what make Camp so special, it’s a place where friendships last a
lifetime. That’s why Menominee is my home away from home.
13c Basketball against Kawaga Navid Rodd
In 13c Basketball, the boys in green fought till the end, but came up short and lost a close game. ISAAC MILLER
led the team with 10 points and helped us keep the game close. TODD LAZARUS came up big with great defense
that frustrated the opposing team. It was a good effort by the Menominee boys. They played the way we wanted
them to, but it wasn’t quite enough.
13C Soccer against Kawaga by Dave Thomson
On the final day of the Kawaga competition, the 13C soccer team played a great game of soccer against Kawaga.
NIC PUJOLAS playex an amazing g game and scored one of the best goals of the day. Unfortunately, we did lose
4-1, but a good game was had by all.

Counselor Profile
NAME: Robby Rolfe
AGE: 21
ACTIVITIES: Soccer/Waterfront
FAVOURITE SPORT: Soccer
FAVOURITE ATHLETE: "Jay-Jay" Okocha
FAVOURITE SONG: Jack Johnson – Better
Together
FAVOURITE MOVIE: Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows – Part 2

Camper Interview
Name? Elliot Zelkin
Cabin? 8
How many years have you been at CM? 3
What is your favourite moment at camp so far? I
can’t think of one, I just enjoy having lots of fun with
my friends whilst taking part in many different types
of activities.
What is your favourite part of the day at camp?
Twilight League; I’m not the best softball player but I
try so hard to do well for my team. Again, it’s just
another activity that I love having fun with whilst
being with my best friends.
Weather Report
Sunny – 87%
Humidity – 51%
It’s going to be a good day!

The Kawaga Jerseys by Editor
We had all made our way back from The Way and it was
beginning to get a little chilly. Jason has just finished doing
“Ask the Director” with the Senior Cabin and we were
beginning to wonder why Taps hadn’t been played yet and
then, from out of nowhere, the Senior Cabin started
running through our cabins and waking everyone up who
had just got into bed to go to sleep. Jason then started to
announce through the speaker that we all needed to make
our way to the counselor parking lot. It was there that we
could see all the camp vehicles main lights turned on. At this point, we had gathered that it was the night
where our jerseys were getting handed out. Senior Cabin started chanting camp songs to get everyone
excited for the week ahead. One by one, BRETT WEISS took control to let each cabin know when they
were able to collect their jerseys on Bob Bender through the Megaphone. All of our jerseys were laid
neatly on the grass and it was quite a challenge trying to find our jerseys, but when we did, we put them
straight on and started showing our names off to people. DAVID and JOEY FINFER had a really cool idea
on theirs; a lot of them were inside jokes that they wouldn’t let anyone know about except their cabin
campers. Good effort to the Senior Cabin for making this happen and making it fun for us all, even at
11:30pm. At the time, we had no idea what the results of the competition were going to be. This, amongst
many other moments over this past week, will all go down in Menominee history. 2016 will be a year that
so many of us will never forget.
Tennis against Kawaga by Carlos Anez
After an intense day of competition against Kawaga, we won 4-3. The 11 and Under did an amazing job by
winning all their doubles matches and won 1 single but lost three. RYDER SPECTOR and HARRISON
HOFFMAN did a great job for their age group. As for the 16 and Under, we lost our first three singles
matches, just like the Juniors, but thanks to BRETT WEISS, we managed to win the fourth single match which
gave us the first point of the day towards the final score. In the doubles matches, Menominee demonstrated
that with heart and passion, we can do anything. ROSS FISHER and HARRIS GREENBAUM played
exceptionally well; NBI and WILL FRIEDMAN were the number three doubles who also won with an
unexpected winning point. ISAAC WEISS and JOSH GOODMAN also put in a lot of effort by giving us a final
point to win the tennis competition.

